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Introduction 
Workflows are an important capability of the RSA Via L&G platform that are extremely flexible and 

powerful and allow customers to adapt the solution to their business processes and needs. This 

document is targeted at customer and partner users, who are developing and testing workflows in RSA 

Via L&G, to provide an understanding of workflows and their components, how to use them and what is 

available out-of-the-box. The online help available with the Via L&G application is a good source of 

detailed information on working with Via L&G workflows. 

RSA Via L&G Workflows 
RSA Via L&G Workflows consist of set of sequential actions and decisions which drive the change 

request, approval and fulfillment to completion as depicted in the example below. 

 

RSA Via L&G has the following four types of workflows and come with many pre-built workflows for 

typical situations that you can use as-is or adapt to suit your specific processes: 

• Request – the entry point into every workflow 

• Approval – gathers one or more approvals 

• Fulfillment – triggers the implementation of the requested change 

• Escalation – triggers follow-up if assigned work items are not completed in the configured time 

e.g. if approval takes longer than 3 days.  

 

Request Workflows 

Request workflows specify the overall process used to execute requests. They define what steps will 

occur to approve and fulfill the changes in a request and drive the CR to completion  fulfilled, rejected or 

cancelled). Request workflows are associated for each possible source of a generated Change Request 

(CR): 

• Explicit – due to an Access Request 

• Reviews (user, role, group, account) – due to revocation action during reviews  

• Rules – due to violations of rules like SoD or other user access rules 
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• Roles/Role Sets – due to Role Manager mining/modelling 

A Via L&G Administrator can modify these associations by navigating to the Requests->Workflows-

>Overview in the Via L&G application.  

 Via L&G provides the following out-of-the-box Request workflows for you to use or modify, if needed to 

conform to your business processes: 

• Delegated approvals with default 

Business approval will default to “supervisor“, unless applicable Business Unit has own approval 

workflow; after that resource-level approvals get processed. 

• Delegation only 

Business approval by Business Unit workflow only; after that resource-level approvals get 

processed. 

• Supervisor approval always 

Supervisor approval first and always; then Business Unit and Resource-level approvals 

Approval Workflows 

Approval workflows are used to involve resources in approving the request before the changes are 

fulfilled. Request workflows can reference approval workflows directly using Approval or Approval Phase 

nodes, as shown in the example below: 

 

The RSA Via L&G application delivers several built-in sample workflows which can be used to process 

approvals for changes applied to your Users, Roles, and Resources (Accounts, Groups, Entitlements, 

Application Roles, Data Resources)  
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Fulfillment Workflows 

Fulfillment workflows are used to fulfill the changes in a request. These workflows may assign tasks to 

users or they may interact with external systems to make the necessary changes. Request workflows can 

reference fulfillment workflows directly using Fulfillment Phase nodes as shown in the example below: 

 

Note: Fulfillment Phase nodes define the default fulfillment workflows to use. Applications, Directories, 

Role Sets, and Request Forms can override the default fulfillment behavior by configuring fulfillment 

workflows on the object's Change Requests tab.  

Escalations Workflows 

Common escalation scenarios are available as out-of-the-box workflows in Via L&G as show below:  
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Escalation workflows are assigned to Request workflows for their Cancel or Revert sub-workflow process 

– by default these map to “Request Cancelling” and “Revert Changes” in the out-of-the-box list above. 

You can configure the timing for the escalation as on/before/after the due date. This is done for Action 

Nodes as shown below:  
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Building Blocks of Workflows 

Via L&G workflows ae built of three types of components: 

• Delimiters 

Specify where a workflow begins         and ends    

 

• Transitions 

Connect a Node to another Node and indicates the sequence of node actions. Transitions can be 

either conditional or unconditional. 

• Nodes 

A node represents a step in the change request process which can be, for example, an asset 

approval, sending an email, a decision choosing between two actions, etc.   
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Refer to the “Workflow Controls and Nodes” topic in the online help of your Via L&G application, for a 

full list of the available workflow building blocks and to the “Managing Change Request Workflows” 

topic for details on how to configure and use these workflow components. 

 

With the variety of workflow building blocks as well as out-of-the-box workflows available with Via L&G 

you can cover a wide range of variants of business processes for change requests, approvals and 

fulfilment. However for the special situations, where complex logic and decision algorithms may be 

needed, Via L&G makes available SQL, WebService and Java workflow nodes where you can use custom 

programming. The sections below describe the use of these “advanced” nodes which require some 

software development background. 

SQL Nodes 

SQL Nodes are for interacting with the Via L&G database from within the workflow.  Their use requires 

knowledge of SQL programming and it is important that the database queries and/or stored procedures 

that you use in these nodes are optimized for performance. 

SQL Execute Node 

Use this node when you want to update some information in the Via L&G database using information 

available in the workflow – the update can be done executing a SQL Update query, directly entered into 

the Query tab, or by invoking a stored procedure that may have created.  

If you want to use an output parameter from your stored procedure (say, ‘success’ or “failure’ status) as 

a workflow variable for subsequent processing, you must define the stored procedure as a function and 

use the following syntax: 

select sp_update_db (‘JOE’, ‘SMITH’, status) status from dual   

SQL Select Node 

Use this node to when you want to retrieve some information from the Via L&G database and store into 

one or more workflow variables for use in downstream workflow nodes and decisions. The workflow 

variables that you populate can be set to have a scope of Node (visible to the current node in the 

workflow only), Job (visible to the current workflow only) or Public (visible to all workflows involved in 

the Request, as well as the UI). 
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Webservices Nodes 

Webservice nodes are available as part of the RSA Via L&G Workflows toolbox to make a request into a 

webservices-enabled application, as a part of the workflow, and then make decisions/take action based 

on the information received from that application as a response (that application could also be Via L&G). 

Two types of webservice workflow nodes are provided, SOAP and REST, to use in your workflow based 

on the webservice protocol used by your target application/program.  

The webservice workflow nodes support both, HTTP and HTTPS, as needed by your target application. 

The invoked web services may be hosted as an internal or external network system. The Webservice 

nodes can be configured for different aspects of service invocation such as using a proxy, authentication, 

and response parsing.  Just like any other workflow, the SOAP and REST webservice nodes can be 
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dragged-and-dropped from the left side toolbox to the main workflow canvas and configured via the 

Properties right-click menu. 

SOAP – Web Service Node 

Use the SOAP Webservice node to invoke web services using the SOAP protocol. The SOAP webservice 

node supports: 

• POST method 

• Basic Authentication 

• WS-Security 

• Generic MIME Header 

• SOAP based XML response type 

• Parsing of the response using XPath and RegEx expressions 

REST – Web Service Node 

Use the REST Webservice node to invoke web services using the REST protocol. The REST webservice 

node supports: 

• GET and POST methods 

• Basic Authentication 

• Header parameters. 

• XML and Properties response types 

• Parsing of the response using XPath and RegEx expressions. 

Error Handling 

Both the Webservice Nodes have a configurable flag “Proceed on Failure”. When checked, it allows you 

to handle errors based on the error variables specified. For example, the next node in the workflow can 

examine the error variables and based on their values take some actions.  With the Proceed on Failure 

flag on, you also have three variables available to you ootb for error handling: 

• HTTPStatus 

• HTTPStatusMsg 

• StatusCode 

 

For the SOAP webservice node, you also have two additional error variables available, faultCode and 

faultString. 

Configuration 

The General tab, similar to other workflow nodes, is used to specify a Name and a Description and, 

optionally, also to configure status messages that report the state of the webservice node in a running 

workflow. 
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Use the Request tab to specify the URL for the WSDL for your target SOAP webservice. You also specify 

the request payload in the SOAP Request field. You can specify the payload with all values directly 

embedded in the SOAP request message or use references to any workflow variables embedded with 

the ${VariableName} format (as shown below) These variables would be replaced by the actual values 

before sending the request. 
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For the REST WebService Node, you specify the endpoint of your target webservice as URL. You also 

choose the HTTP Method, POST or GET for your REST request. Based on that choice, you will then either 

specify: 

• POST - The request payload. The node validates your XML syntax.  

o You can use values directly in the XML or use references to your workflow variables as 

shown below. The REST webservice node replaces the workflow variables with their 

current values before sending the request   
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• GET - The Request Parameters needed by your target webservice where 

o Name is the name of the parameter 

o Value – is either the value that you intend to provide or a workflow variable name. For 

the latter, the REST webservice node replaces with the current value when sending the 

request. 
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If your Via L&G installation is behind a firewall and you use a proxy server to communicate with external 

applications, you would use the Proxy tab to specify the proxy server settings so that Via L&G can invoke 

your target webservice. You can choose either of HTTP and HTTPS protocols as required by your proxy 

server. 
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The SOAP protocol uses a HTTP header, SOAPAction which points to the operation name inside the 

WSDL for the SOAP webservice. This is typically required by SOAP webservices in the incoming SOAP 

request. You specify the SOAPAction in the Header tab. 
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Additionally, in the Header Params section, for both REST and SOAP webservice nodes, you can specify 

custom headers (e.g. source-of-server) with the request data to convey more metadata information 

about your webservice request. 

Note:  The HTTP headers may be standard or custom. If you specify any standard header like Encoding, 

Content-Type or Content-Length etc. then that would override the default settings of those HTTP 

headers. 

If your target SOAP/REST webservice needs to authenticate the client before it process the incoming 

request, you would specify the credentials in the Authentication tab. Currently, Via L&G webservice 

nodes only supports Basic authentication type. 
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You use the Response tab to specify the workflow variables where the response and errors, if any, from 

your target webservice are parsed and stored.  

The SOAP and REST webservice nodes support the XML response type. In Response Variables you specify 

the following: 

• Variable Name – name of the workflow variable (new or pre-existing) to store the response 

variable of interest 

• Variable Scope – select scope as Node, Job or Public depending on where you plan to use the 

response value for this variable 

o Node – within this webservice node only 

o Job – within this running workflow instance only 

o Public – all workflows involved in this request (as well as the UI) 

• Expression Type – select RegEx or XPath depending on the expression type you wish to use to 

retrieve the variable value from the SOAP response 

• Expression Pattern – specify the expression pattern which will be used by the webservice node 

parser to retrieve the desired variable value from the XML response of your SOAP webservice 
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Additionally, the REST webservice node supports the PROPERTIES response type. If your target REST 

webservice supports this response type, for Response Variables you specify the following: 

• Variable Name – name of the variable from the PROPERTIES response which is of interest 

• Variable Scope – select Node, Job or Public depending on where you plan to use the response 

value for this variable 

o Node – within this webservice node only 

o Job – within this running workflow instance only 

o Public - anywhere 

• Value - name of the workflow variable (new or pre-existing) to store the response variable value 

of interest. 
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The Proceed on Failure checkbox allows you to specify whether you want the flow control to proceed to 

the next workflow node or stop when an error is encountered in the webservice node. If you turn on 

Proceed on Failure, you also get to specify one or more Error Variables, in addition the those available 

automatically listed in the Error Handling section above) to hold error status/messages generated.  The 

webservice node error scenarios and the corresponding values for the ootb error variables, StatusCode, 

HTTPStatusCode, and HTTPStatusMessage are as follows: 

• The web service request and its processing are successfully completed. 

Status code = “RSA001 Success" 

HTTP Status code = <200 or 201> 

HTTP Status Message = <Success message> 

• The web service request is completed, but the processing of the response failed. 

Status code = “RSA002 Unable to parse the Response" 

HTTP Status code = <200 or 201> 

HTTP Status Message = <Success message> 

 

• The web service request is completed, but the parsing of the workflow variables from the response 

failed. 

Status code = “RSA003 Unable to find the configured variable from the response" 

HTTP Status code = <200 or 201> 

HTTP Status Message = <Success message> 

 

• The web service request failed or an error occurred while sending the request due to invalid 

credentials. 

Status code = “RSA004 Request Failed" 

HTTP Status code = 0 

HTTP Status Message = Null or Empty 

 

• The web service request failed or an error occurred while sending the request due to  connection 

failure. 

Status code = “RSA005 Connection Failed” 

HTTP Status code = <404, 408 or 503> 

HTTP Status Message = <Failure message> 

 

You can now configure the next connected node in your workflow to examine the errors stored in these 

workflow variables and take action/make decisions based on their values. 
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Java Node 

You can use the Java Node to evaluate conditions and perform actions in a workflow required for an 

approval and to initiate completion of an activity by invoking your own custom-built Java program. For 

doing so you would need to locate your jar files and custom classes in one of the two following 

directories of your Via L&G server: 

• aveksa.ear/aveksa.war/WEB-INF/plugins/JavaNode/lib 

• aveksa.ear/aveksa.war/WEB-INF/plugins/JavaNode/classes 

 

See the sample Java Node workflow provided out-of-the-box under Requests->Workflows->Approval for 

an example where “method1” in the specified Java class sets a job-level workflow variable based on the 

change request associated with the workflow. The referenced Java class 

com.aveksa.sample.workflow.JavaNodeExample, along with the source, is available in the above plugin 

directories.  
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Working with Workflows 

Monitoring and Troubleshooting Workflows 

Workflow processing can get hung for multiple reasons and, in turn, the Via L&G Change Request which 

triggered these workflow jobs can be stuck or result in errors. Some of the common reasons for a 

workflow to hang are: 

• Database connectivity from the workflow engine 

• Improper restarts of Application Servers 

• Improper design of workflow processes 

• Issues with the usage of variables 

• Timing of the jobs i.e. sometimes saving data on a node can take additional time due 

database/network latency and, as a result, the next node, which is dependent on the first node, 

might trigger errors and result in failure. 
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As an Administrator user you can monitor the status of running and completed workflow jobs using the 

Administrator->Workflows->Jobs page in the Via L&G application. You can view details such as Workflow 

State, Start/End time, etc. about the workflow and also drill down into the job sub-processes such as 

approvals, fulfillments, etc. Via L&G also provides you the ability to set up an automated process which 

can detect workflow execution issues based on an expected time threshold for completion of a 

workflow step. Refer to the “Monitoring Workflow Jobs” and “Setting Up a Workflow Problem Detection 

Schedule” topics in the online help for your Via L&G application for details on these workflow 

monitoring capabilities.  

You can also use the Status Messages section on the General tab of workflow nodes to configure 

messages which report the state of the node in a running job. The available states are related to if this 

node will be executed (Planned), is executing, or has completed execution. You can compose the 

messages as a combination of text and variables (right click to display a dynamic list of variables and 

select). For example, to generate a work item completed message of the form “Super Approval 

completed by John Smith on October 19, 2015”, you would specify the status message as shown below:   

 

The status message(s) you configure will be displayed in the Status section of the Request Details page 

for the request in question and can be used to track the state of individual nodes in a running workflow. 

RSA Via L&G also provide several logs to troubleshoot and root cause workflow issues in case of 

exceptions/errors: 

• AveksaServer.log 

This is the primary log for Via L&G deployments and is located at 

.../<Application_server_deployment_path>/aveksa.ear/aveksa.war/log/aveksaServer.log 
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where <Application_server_delpoyment_path> depends on the Application Server (JBoss, 

Weblogic or WebSphere) that you are using for your Via L&G deployment. 

• Application Server logs 

The application server specific logs can also provide debug information for Via L&G. These 

application server logs are the following: 

o JBoss – Server.log 

o Weblogic – Server.log 

o Websphere – SystemOut.log 

• Workpoint.log and GeneralMonitor.log 

These logs are specific to WorkPoint’s workflow engine used in Via L&G. The files are located at: 

.../<Application_server_deployment>/aveksa.ear/aveksa.war/log/WorkPoint.log 

.../<Application_server_deployment>/aveksa.ear/aveksa.war/log/GeneralMonitor.log 

 

To enable DEBUG for these logs, the following properties file, respectively, must be edited: 

.../<Application_server_deployment>/deploy/aveksa.ear/workpoint-server.properties 

.../<Application_server_deployment>/deploy/aveksa.ear/GeneralMonitor.properties 

 

Note: These logs can generate large amount of data when in DEBUG mode. It is recommended 

to enable only when absolutely needed and revert back once the troubleshooting is completed. 

Importing/Exporting Workflows 

You will typically build, configure and troubleshoot a workflow in your Via L&G Dev installation before 

moving it to your UAT instance for testing/verification and then promoting to your Production 

deployment. Via L&G provides you the ability to export and import workflows across installations as a 

means to facilitate this lifecycle. As an Administrator user you can do this import/export from the 

Admin->Export/Import->Workflows page in the Via L&G application. Exported workflows, which also 

include any custom workflow calendars and priority levels that you may have configured, are created as 

a zipped archive of files that you can copy/store. When importing this workflow archive into a Via L&G 

instance, you must ensure that the Via L&G versions are consistent across the two Via L&G installations 

i.e. export/import is not meant for use as an upgrade mechanism. 

When importing a workflow, you are presented with a choice of Overwrite Always, Overwrite Older, or 

Skip in case a conflict is found with an existing workflow. Via L&G matches the Workflow Reference 

Name (see screenshot below) to determine if there is a conflict. So, it is important, as you do 

development, testing and production deployment of Via L&G workflows, to ensure that you specify the 

workflow Reference Names in a meaningful manner to avoid conflicts and prevent overwriting of 

desired versions. 
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